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 Why do we train VET-teacher students in and with TCI?
 How we do this „normally“? 
 What has been our experience with digital TCI-seminars 

in recent months?
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• Lively democracies rely on emancipative, self-confident individuals
(tradition of Enlightenment)

• Learning settings in democracies should take that in account
• Bildung in that tradition is inseperable

(education to independence is a right for all - in VET as well)
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Train of thought

• Encouraging learners to be their own chairperson needs time
for self-reflection and space for experimental learning

• Open and authentic communication helps and is learnable
 Let‘s start to train VET-teachers in helpful methods and bring them 

face to face with their unconscious resistance



History of VET and the relationship between
instructor and learner. 
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From duty and control to 
participation in problem 

solving

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The duty to obey – tradition of medieval times and industrial line production (-1960th)Humanization of the workplace and lean production (1970-2000)Formative capacity as part of VET (1990- …) Further Encouragement towards free self-determinationTeam-oriented, creative and dedicated workers are needed Participation in planning proceseses, for example with Metaplan-techniques, is more common Hands, brains and hearts are wanted in the worklife to solve problems
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What is taught in Vocational Education?

The ability to act professionally is the interplay of skills, 
knowledge and abilities

Act and be responsible for the results (German VET law)

UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT Prof. Dr. Franz Kaiser

Vocation
and vocational education

Practical
Orientation

Workprocess
skills demonstration
workplace / companies
learning by doing / tacit knowledge

Science
Orientation

Intersubjectively
"won" assets, 
explanatory, reflective 
models
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This gets more and more important in the
last decades in VET, in Germany and Europe

UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT Prof. Dr. Franz Kaiser

"As investment into Humankapital´ the 
qualification process in the enterprises is 
understood and conceived and not as 
process of Bildung by the subjects active 
there" (Adorno 1966)

Practical
Orientation

What is taught in Vocational Education?
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Subjekt
Orientation

Biografical relexibility
and creative capaciy,
individual challenges,

employee interests,
good work conditions
Solidarity
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What should be learned in Vocational Education?

Vocation
and vocational education

Practical
Orientation

Workprocess
skills demonstration
workplace / companies
learning by doing / tacit knowledge

Science
Orientation

Intersubjectively
"won" assets, 
explanatory, reflective 
models



Solidary, collegial
performance

Self reflexive
biography creation

Qualified professional action
Functionality and genesis of technology

Perceiving power
to participate and
expanding
boundaries

UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT Prof. Dr. Franz Kaiser

What outcome of Vocational Education?

Take into account
Economic,
social and
ecological

environment



TCI and the Iceberg Theory I
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Sigmund Freud
(1915)
The unconscious.

Cohn, R. (1982): 
Theme Centered 
Interaction. In: 
Rudestam, K. E. 
(edit.): 
Experiential 
groups.Cole, p. 
187-205; open 
acess

Globe

We

It

I

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Fundamentals of TCI:Human autonomy increases with his active awareness of his social and universal interdependence.Decision concerning values are key factors, they have to respect life and its evolvement.The free will occurs within internal and outer boundaries�- expansion of these boundaries is possible. 



Training VET-teacher students in TCI
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• Learning TCI takes place in the Bachelor's & Master‘s program
• Main aims are:

- Confrontation with own values and character,
- Rethinking leadership (of teachers), shaping the encounter
- Experience and learn how to plan and conduct conversations 

and lessons based on TCI
- Plan and reflect on your own lessons and the lessons of others

© 2017 UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT | Franz Kaiser



TCI 1: Leading Yourself and Groups –
a practical Introduction to the Theme-Centered 
Interaction 
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• The development and ethical values of TCI
• I‘m the starting point and goal.
• Our power is based on our differences.
• How can leading topics be created?
• Structures and tools for planning and evaluation
• Students lead students by their personal issues
• Strength and weakness of TCI

© 2017 UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT | Franz Kaiser

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The TCI-seminars pursue different objectives: In TCI 1 the focus is on the personality development of the students. 



TCI 2: Leading Conversations and Lessons with Theme-Centered 
Interaction 
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 "There is magic in every beginning!" (H. Hesse) We get to know each other and get an 
overview of the seminar!

 "We are not powerless, we are not omnipotent, we are partially powerful!" (R. Cohn) 
What is characteristic and special about TCI?

 Where are we, where do we want to go? Leading conversations with TCI.
 Same as always or different? Classroom management, lesson planning, and 

classroom reflection with TCI.
 TCI as a scientific analysis model?!
 "In every ending lies a new beginning." (Miguel de Unamuno) Reflection and outlook

© 2017 UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT | Franz Kaiser

TCI 2: Leading Digital Conversations and Digital Lessons with Theme-
Centered Interaction 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The seminars pursue different objectives: In TCI 1 the focus is on the personality development of the students. In the second course, the aim is for the students to experience and learn how conversations and lessons can be planned and conducted on the basis of TCI. Summarized on this slide are some course topics. At first, it seemed impossible for us to conduct a TCI seminar digitally. For this reason, we skipped the TCI seminar last summer semester. In preparation for the winter semester, we thought through many (also unusual) possibilities. For example, we considered whether to hold the seminars in large lecture halls or in airy parking garages. The personal encounters seemed very important to us. In the end, we had to realize that we had only two options: cancel the seminars again or offer them digitally. We decided for the latter. This also led to a change in the title of the seminar: conducting digital conversations and digital lessons. It became an exciting experiment for everyone - us instructors and the students. Honestly, we had a lot of fun together and it became one of my most intense seminars. 



How did we work and facilitate
encounters?
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Further information & materials: 
https://padlet.com/claudiakalisch/zrm3gi3o81idp3o8

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
How did we work and facilitate encounters?First, we met via zoom. I quickly learned that small talk before the seminar starts is even more important: who is where at the moment? what is the weather like there? what is that in the background? do you have a cat ...? Second, we worked with a padlet where all information, tasks, slides were available. This padlet was used in parallel with zoom.Third, we used all the zoom tools:  Change backgrounds: this was used to express emotions & feelings, for example. I created surveys (on knowledge level, how to proceed) and the results were visible to all by pressing a button. Breakout sessions took place. Work results were held up to the camera or shared via screen sharing. My conclusion:I look forward to presence sessions. but I also wouldn't want to miss digital seminar sessions. It creates very special relationships with students. As a lecturer, I learn much more about the students' life situations. 

https://padlet.com/claudiakalisch/zrm3gi3o81idp3o8
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Contact:
Prof. Dr. Franz Kaiser
University of Rostock
franz.kaiser@uni-rostock.de
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Thank you for your attention

Dr. Claudia Kalisch
University of Rostock
claudia.kalisch@uni-
rostock.de



Possible Questions for Discussion
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• To what extent is it important for vocational 
teachers to reflect on themselves?

• Is TCI an appropriate approach to achieve 
emancipatory goals? 

• What do you think of our attempt to implement 
encounters in digital seminars?

© 2017 UNIVERSITÄT ROSTOCK | PHILOSOPHISCHE FAKULTÄT | Franz Kaiser
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